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ABSTRACT

The performance attained by parallel programs executed on multiprocessor sys�
tems is largely in�uenced both by the characteristics of the code and by those of
the system architecture Indeed� parallel machines are typically message�passing
systems consisting of hundreds of processing elements Implementing high perfor�
mance parallel applications is a di�cult task and understanding sources of poor
e�ciency represents a key factor in every evaluation process Performance analysis
studies can be carried out by means of an integrated use of statistical and numerical
techniques together with visualization methods In this paper� the potentialities of
this approach are presented by means of a case study dealing with a real kernel
code used in weather forecasts

� Introduction

While designing a parallel application� programmers have to identify a parallelization strategy
In many cases� depending on the programming language adopted� on the characteristics of the
numerical algorithms to be exploited� and on the topology of the target architecture� several
possibilities arise for distributing data and tasks onto the processors
E�ective a priori predictions of the performance attained by means of di�erent strategies are
very di�cult Indeed� only accurate description of the code and of the communication and
computational behavior of the multiprocessor system may help in identifying the real perfor�
mance trade�o�s Usually� such an approach is based upon the combined used of a graphical
representation of the application properties and of a description of the systems by means of
Markov models or Petri nets 	see� for example� ��� ���� ���

A posteriori evaluations are based on measurements collected at run�time on the real system
These studies result in accurate performance �gures and can be used to diagnose e�ciency
losses This approach relays on monitoring tools to dynamically gather timing data that� once
stored into trace �les� can then be analyzed to yield a characterization of programs behavior
	see� for example� ���� ��� ���


This paper focuses on one of the major issue in evaluating� on a posteriori basis� the perfor�
mance of parallel applications� that is trace �le analysis It reveals particularly useful in that it
addresses the correspondences between the structure of the application and the characteristics
of the target architecture In the following� we present this approach and show how statistical
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and numerical techniques can be applied to monitored data� together with visualization facili�
ties� to obtain meaningful representations of parallel programs behavior

In this paper� we analyze a kernel from the Integrated Forecasting Model 	IFS
 grid point
transposition method ���� This application� developed by the European Center for Medium�
Range Weather Forecasts in Reading� implements a global spectral method and employs a
space grid of more than � million points The kernel represents the core transformation phase
of the IFS code and has been implemented by means of the Message Passing Interface 	MPI

communication library ���� MPI is an attempt to standardize some message�passing routines
that may be used in a large number of applications and that can be e�ciently implemented
on a wide range of parallel systems Programs written with MPI can be easily ported to dif�
ferent architectures thus reducing the reimplementation e�orts Furthermore� MPI supports a
detailed pro�ling interface which is able� at negligible overhead� to trace program executions
and to collect information to be successively analyzed by means of performance tools In the
case study presented in this paper� traces obtained by means of this pro�ling interface on a
Meiko CS�� system have been analyzed by means of MEDEA 	MEasurements Description�
Evaluation and Analysis
� a software tool which integrates some state�of�the�art techniques
towards performance evaluation of parallel applications ���

The paper is organized as follows Section � brie�y presents the monitoring�based approach
towards performance evaluation A description of the code used for our example study� and of
the parallel system it has been run onto� is given in Section � An overview of how the statistical
and numerical techniques implemented within MEDEA� coupled with its visualization facilities�
can be applied to address di�erent performance issues is given in Section � Finally� a few
conclusions are drawn in Section �

� The monitoring�based approach

Parallel machines are typically message�passing systems consisting of hundreds of processing
elements Implementing parallel application and attaining good performance is a di�cult task�
and understanding sources of poor e�ciency represents a key factor in every evaluation study
As a result� techniques and tools that allow fast and accurate evaluations of di�erent paralleliza�
tion strategies and of the impact of di�erent system architectures may signi�cantly improve
the resulting performance

The real workload submitted to parallel systems can be viewed as the result of programmers�
choices 	that is� ways to parallelize existing software� use of particular numerical algorithms
and programming paradigms� portability issues
 and of the optimizations or modi�cations
introduced when the source code is compiled on the target architecture 	see Figure �
 The
monitoring�based approach relays on facilities and tools to gather timing data at run�time
Interprocessor communications� synchronizations� and I�O operations are a few examples of
�events� of interest for the measurement activity They determine� along with the peak CPU
speed� the resulting performance In general� the amount of measurements is overhalming and
needs to be re�ned in order to synthesize the information and extract easy�to�interpret tables
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or diagrams 	see� for example� ���� ��� ����
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Figure �� The measurement�based approach towards performance analysis of parallel applica�
tions

This task is achieved by performance tools like MEDEA� which provides all the facilities
to process the trace �les and obtain high�level metrics and parameters to be used directly for
performance study or for further analyses� respectively The main characteristics of this tool
are the possibility of interpreting various trace �le formats 	for example� those provided by
PICL ���� and MPI
� a Motif�based graphical interface and visualization aids� and a module�
which implements a clustering algorithm ���� to drive the characterization of the application
being studied In particular� the analysis modules MEDEA is built upon allow the construction
of synthetic workload models and ease the interpretation of the obtained results by means of
visualization techniques

� Application and system descriptions

In what follows� brief descriptions of both the analyzed kernel and of the architecture of the
system onto which measurements have been collected are given
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��� Description of the code

A kernel from the Integrated Forecasting Model 	IFS
 grid point transposition method has
been analyzed Within this type of methods� �elds are transformed� at each timestep� be�
tween the physical domain� where forces are computed� and the spectral domain� where the
horizontal terms of the involved di�erential equations are evaluated The �elds variables are
represented as truncated expansions in terms of spherical harmonic functions This results in
Fourier transforms to be computed along latitudes and in Legendre transforms to be performed
along longitudes
The parallel message�passing version of the kernel is such that in any phase of the algorithm
there is just only one direction in which the computations are non�locally coupled� even if
this direction changes from phase to phase These global dependencies� inherent in spectral
models 	see� for example� ��� ����
� create the need for global communications As a results�
each timestep can be summarized in the following stages The inverse Legendre transforms of
the spectral coe�cients are locally computed by each processor A transposition of the trans�
formed �elds takes place� involving global send�receive operations� in order to allow the Fourier
transforms to be computed in parallel Then� a new global transposition is needed before the
direct Legendre transforms can be independently evaluated on each processor The remaining
computations in the spectral space can all be carried out locally Additional communications
are involved by the semi�Lagrangian advection in the timestepping scheme This phase greatly
improves the overall performance since longer timesteps can be used However� this produces
data dependencies that� although local in nature� change dinamically since the necessary data
items come from di�erent locations� which vary from grid point to grid point and from timestep
to timestep

��� Architecture of the system

The system used in our study is the Meiko CS�� located at the European Center for Parallel
Computing in Vienna This system consists of ��� SuperSPARC scalar processors� without
I�O capabilities Each processor has � MByte cache and �� MByte RAM I�O operations
are managed by � reserved SuperSPARC processing elements� each with � MByte cache� ���
MByte RAM and � GByte disk space
The communication network does not use the processing elements as part of the network itself
This ensures that they are not a�ected by tra�c generated by other applications running on
di�erent system partitions Indeed� each processing element in the CS�� system has a dedicated
interface to the underlying communication network This is a multi�stage packet network 	fat
tree
� based on full �x� crosspoint switch� in which the bandwidth between two stages remains
constant The number of stages is� then� logarithmic in the number of processors There is
a wide range of interfaces to the CS�� communications network� enabling codes which have
previously been running on other machines to be ported easily Each interface has a slightly
di�erent functionality and associated performance Among the currently supported interfaces
are PARMACS ���� PVM ���� and MPI
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� Performance analysis� a case�study

Depending on the objectives of the study� each trace �le� corresponding to the execution of the
kernel with a given number of processors� can basically be analyzed from a program�level or a
processors�level viewpoint The former gives information such as the global execution� compu�
tation and communication times� and� when more trace �les are given as input to MEDEA at
a time� provides performance metrics such as speedup and signatures ��� With the processors�
level viewpoint more details on program behavior can be derived since a characterization on
a per processor basis is applied by MEDEA In what follows� both these types of analysis are
presented Furthermore� an example on how low�level instrumentation of the source code can
sometimes reveal a valuable approach towards performance evaluation is also presented

��� Program�level analysis

This level reveals very useful when scalability issues 	with respect to the problem size or to the
number of allocated processors
 and comparison studies 	between di�erent architectures
 are
addressed
In our case study� traces corresponding to executions of the kernel with a number of processors
varying from � up to �� have been analyzed by means of MEDEA The ��processor run has
not been considered because� due to the characteristic of the code� no communications are
performed when the grid point space is split into two partitions Figure � summarizes the
overall performance attained by the IFS kernel

Figure �� Execution� computation� and communication signatures for the analyzed code

These curves express the total execution� computation and communication times of the
application as a function of the allocated processors Usually� the communication time is an in�
creasing function of the number of processors� while the computation time has a monotonically
decreasing behavior The �gure shows� for example� that the execution time does not decrease
very much if we allocate more than �� processing elements Indeed� the total execution time
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reduces from ������ to ������ seconds when we run the kernel with �� and �� processors�
respectively The performance losses� in this case� have been identi�ed in the communication
part of the code Indeed� while with �� processors the kernel spends ��� of the execution time
performing send�receive operations� with �� processors ����� seconds are used for communi�
cations� accounting for ��� of the total execution time
More insights on the behavior of these runs can be obtained by looking at the communication
pro�les derived by MEDEA 	see Fig �
 These curves represent the number of processors
involved in communication operations as a function of the execution time of the kernel

Figure �� Communication pro�les for the IFS kernel with �� 	left
 and �� processors 	right


As it can be seen� these pro�les are characterized by a �rst phase� corresponding to the
setup procedures of the kernel� where the processors distribute data among themselves before
reaching a more regular communication activity� where the successive iterations in time of the
weather model are performed The setup phase lasts about �� seconds in the ���processors
run 	��� of the execution time
 while ��� of the time is needed by the ���processors run to
complete it As a matter of fact� when the number of processors increase the corresponding
communication pro�le becomes more and more irregular In order to better understand these
results� more detailed analyses were required

��� Processors�level analysis

When a trace �le is analyzed at this level� attention is focused on the behavior of each individual
processing element To obtain a comparison between the ���processor and the ���processor
runs of the kernel� we have used MEDEA to extract timings 	eg� execution� computation and
communication times
 and volume information 	eg� number of sent�received messages
 on a
per processor basis Table � summarizes the analyses performed at this level

As it can be seen� while in the ���processor execution only two processing elements have a
communication time that diverges from the mean value for more than ���� the ���processor run
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Communication time �sec� Deviation
Mean Max Min ��� ���

�� processors ����� ����� ����� �� �

�� processors ����� ����� ����� �� ��

Table �� Processor statistics for the IFS kernel

is characterized by higher �uctuations� even if the number of communications per processor
to be performed remains the same Indeed� �� processors out of �� are characterized by a
communication time less than ����� seconds or greater than ����� seconds This analysis�
together with the one performed at the program�level� reveals that the processors are not well
synchronized Indeed� this version of the kernel does not include an MPI Barrier	
 call at
the beginning and the end of the setup phase This synchronization function should reduce
the delays between processors� thus improving the overall performance Currently� a modi�ed
version of the kernel is being run on the Meiko CS�� system to address this issue
At this level� also the times taken by each processors to execute each iteration of the weather
forecast model have been compared As a result� it has been noticed that� on the Meiko system�
the transposition of local data reveals a time consuming task In order to obtain more accurate
performance �gures low�level instrumentation of the kernel was necessary

��� Low�level instrumentation

Figure � shows the piece of code where the transformation of interest takes place This routine
contains six nested loops The MPI library allows the user to perform low�level instrumentation
by means of calls to a speci�c extension function which identi�es the start and end points of
the event of interest In our case� our objective was to collect information on the execution
times of each of these loops
However� such a detailed instrumentation resulted in huge amounts of data to be collected into
trace �les Since the pro�ling mechanism implemented within MPI tends to be less intrusive as
possible� all the run�time information is gathered into a memory bu�er which is written down
to physical memory only at the end of the execution Due to main memory constraints� on the
Meiko CS�� system we were only able to gather execution times for the three loops highlighted
in the �gure� that is Loop�� Loop�� and Loop�
In particular� our attention was focused on the �rst two loops� in order to investigate the
overhead involved in loop management activity Indeed� these loops are perfectly nested� in
the sense that the outermost loop does nothing more than incrementing the loop index� while
Loop� contains all the computation activity of the transposition routine The times taken by
these loops to complete for the ���processor run of the kernel are shown in Figure �
Note that the execution times for Loop� are at least twice those measured for Loop� This means
that more than half of the total execution time of this routine is spent in control operations
This behavior has been observed also for executions with �� and �� processors
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Figure �� Transposition routine on local data
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Figure �� Times taken by Loop� and Loop� for a ���processor execution
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� Conclusions

In this paper the monitoring�based approach towards performance evaluation of parallel appli�
cations has been presented In particular� this approach have been used to analyze a real kernel
from the Integrated Forecasting Model� the European Center for Medium�Range Weather Fore�
casts production code Instrumentation and measurements have been realized by means of the
MPI library and the resulting trace �les have been analyzed by MEDEA� a software tool which
integrates a few state�of�the�art techniques for performance studies In particular� it has been
shown the e�ectiveness of this methodology and how di�erent analysis levels are required in
order to derive a complete description of the application behavior
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